Mulroney divorce finalized?
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PROONENTS of the merger between the Canadian Alliance and the Tories insist that healing the rift in the old Mulroney coalition will allow the new party to compete for power. But there's little supporting evidence for this claim.

Recently, Alliance support has been in the 10- to 15-per-cent range. In 1984, the Mulroney Conservatives won 50 per cent of the vote. Where has this vote gone, and how much of the Alliance's support comes from Mulroney's old coalition of Quebec separatists, Western conservatives (both social and economic) and Ontario middle-of-the-roaders?

Much of the Alliance's support in rural B.C., Saskatchewan and the Interlake and Dauphin ridings of Manitoba actually comes from traditional NDP voters. In the 1988 election, the NDP won 19 of 32 B.C. ridings and 10 of 14 Saskatchewan ridings. Since most of these seats are now Alliance, some of its support must come from former NDP voters.

Factor in a small slice of the traditional Liberal vote migrating to the Alliance and it's clear that of the
12.5 per cent of Canadian voters who currently support the Alliance, at most eight or nine per cent derive from the Mulroney coalition of the 1980s and early '90s.

Recently, Tory support has been at 15 to 20 per cent, and it's safe to assume that most of this is from the Mulroney coalition. Most Bloc Quebecois voters -- now about eight to 10 per cent of Canadians -- are from the Mulroney coalition as well, but traditional Liberal voters also make up several points of that support.

Add it all up and the conclusion is inescapable: the federal Liberals have attracted the largest number of Mulroney voters since the coalition broke up. Moving sharply to the right of the PC party, as the new Conservative Party of Canada is certain to do, will not win back Mulroney supporters who have gone to the Liberals or the Bloc. And moving to the right will also alienate many current Tory voters whose value systems are oriented more towards the Liberals than the Alliance.

Studies comparing the values held by Alliance and Tory voters find that, while both claim to be conservatives, they have little else in common. Alliance supporters tend to strongly identify with their region, hold an eat-or-be-eaten view of the world and support the traditional family. They see government as a negative force and have a strong desire to radically change society to avert a feared chaotic future. In contrast, Tory supporters tend to identify with Canada as a whole and with self-reliance, desire to understand society and are open to non-traditional families. They do not have a pronounced negative view of government and fear that radical change will lead to chaos, not avert it.

These value differences between the two parties are exhibited in their attitudes toward recent issues. On the Iraqi war, same-sex marriage, spending surpluses and funding for health care and the unemployed, there are large differences between Tory and Alliance voters. On every issue, Tory, Liberal and NDP supporters had views more similar to each other than to the Alliance (Environics 10/03).

Consensus

It is my contention that moderate NDP, Liberal and Tory supporters have essentially agreed upon a Canadian consensus that the market and government are both to be highly valued, and that Canada should be a pluralistic society. The differences between the three groups are essentially differences of degree, not of kind. They all agree on what the key ingredients are for Canadian success -- they just differ on the quantities to be used.

The differences between most Alliance and Tory supporters are not differences of degree, but differences of kind. Each has a radically different view of government, change and social issues.

Note that these are studies of voters, not the party elites or members who, in their rush to ratify the merger, are surely out of step with their own supporters. While Brian Mulroney, Peter MacKay, Preston Manning and others claim that "we have much in common" because their followers self-identify as conservatives, they will find that mixing the two together will be like trying to unite water and oil -- they might both be liquids, but they don't mix very well.

The result will be an increased Liberal majority under Paul Martin, and this won't surprise students of "second-choice" voting patterns. Tory voters consistently choose the Liberals as their second choice by a 2:1 to 3:1 ratio over the Alliance.
Dynamic

Recent polls illustrate this dynamic. Support for a merged-right was initially high, partly because the hypothetical is usually more appealing than the reality and partly because many Liberal voters are open to supporting something like the PC party -- the Tories are the leading second choice for Liberals (EKOS). But once it became apparent that the new party will be another Reform makeover, Liberal supporters deserted it, as have many Tories. Since the merger talks, PC support has dropped from 19 to 16 per cent, and last week's poll had a united right at only 21 per cent if led by Bernard Lord or Peter MacKay.

The Liberals, meanwhile, would be at 49 per cent with a "divided" right, but at a whopping 55 to 59 per cent with a "united" right, depending on who leads the new Conservative party (SES Research). This week's SOM poll shows the merged party's continuing decline in support: the Liberals have jumped to 58 per cent, the NDP is at 18 per cent and the new Conservative Party is at 13 per cent -- about the same as the Alliance's previous level of support. The logical conclusion is that many Tory voters are supporting the Liberals, not the new party.

The lesson is that one does not build a successful coalition around its most extreme point. By attempting to do this, merger advocates will not have healed the Mulroney split -- they will have finalized the divorce.

Dale Swirsky, a Winnipeg high-school teacher, says he may soon join many others as a former PC riding executive member, former PC donor, former PC campaigner and former PC member.